Manx Notes 104 (2008)
“ M R . F A R Q U H A R O F C R EG N EI SH H A S L E F T
TH E I SL A N D P ER M A N EN TL Y”
K A R L R OED ER W R I TES TO SOP H I A M OR R I SON ( 1 90 7)

C. ROEDER. | MANCHESTER
4. SOUTH PARADE. | Manchester, 1: 5 1907
Dear Miss Morrison,
Excuse me for retaining so long your MS. notes on:
Charms & Charmers
Folk-Medicine
& Plant names
which I beg to return herewith with best thanks.
I think you should publish all them, as they are valuable & add to previous
knowledge should not be lost sight of.
Only leave out your introduction & generalisations, but because the subject in
itself is not new. It only requires sorting them under the various headings. I hope you
will oﬀer them for publication to the I.o.M Examiner or under Manx Notes &
Queries & you must make it conditional that they come out week by week.
I trust your eyes are again normal & will allow of applying yourself to the matter.
Mr. Farquhar of Cregneish has left the Island permanently & lives now with hs
married son in Derbyshire, he is getting 76 years old, his widowed daughter & his
two sons have gone to the States to join an uncle, as the Island has no room for them
& employment is too scarce & unrenumerative. I am sorry it has come to that
I also include an old Manx book—my first guide to Manx—when I began some 25
years ago—please accept it.
With very best wishes | Always | Yours very truly | CRoeder.
Source: Letter from Karl Roeder to Sophia Morrison, 1 May 1907, mnhl, ms 09495,
Sophia Morrison Papers, Box 8. The transcript is a diplomatic one.
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The surviving correspondence between Karl Roeder and Sophia Morrison amongst
her papers now deposited in the Manx National Heritage Library is extensive and in
the following Manx Notes some of those letters as relate to Edward Faragher, also
known as “Neddy Beg Hom Ruy,” of Cregneash will be reproduced. Material
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concerning him has already been reproduced here.1 It is interesting here to see
Morrison’s interest in folk medicine, charming, and plant names, all of which were
also a subject of interest to Roeder. Also, not just an exchange of letters but also
manuscripts and notebooks, the only way such material could be handled in order
for notes or copies to be made for ones own personal archive.
Nevertheless, the main point of the letter was to announce the departute of
Faragher from Cregneash to live with his son in Derbyshire in a mining village there.
There he was to die the following year, 1908, and lies in an unmarked grave.

Stephen Miller
Vienna, 2008
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